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Performers for spring concert still undecided
B.J. Puttbrese

WINONAN

News
Legendary television
icon Johnny Carson
dies at age 79
See Carson, Page 3

Et CeteraStudent-directed
plays scheduled for
upcoming weekend
See Plays, Page 5

The band Jimmy Eat World,
along with Taking Back Sunday
declined Winona State University's $50,000 concert bid due to
routing issues, university Student Union Director Joe Reed
said.
Jimmy Eat World with Taking Back Sunday are not cornpletely out of the picture, but
have declined the offer once,
University Programming Activities Committee concert coordinator Kasey Kolberg said.
"It's almost like starting
over," Reed said. "We need to
submit a new bid, then set-up
new agreements."
A new bid will be placed after
UPAC's concert committee
agrees on a new band to pursue,
Kolberg said.
Reed said he would like the

Jimmy Eat World's tour ends
approximately the same time
Winona State planned its spring
concert.
Reed said Jimmy Eat World
starts a U.S. tour at the end of
April and was hopeful that
another school or venue close to
Winona State would book the
band to make the financial
incentives better for coming to
Southeast Minnesota.
Photographer/WiNoNAN
The
band's
promoters
The University Programming Activities Committee is considering various bands for the
declined comment for this story.
annual spring concert including Howie Day, Guster and the Black Eyed Peas.
UPAC has reserved all weekThe Black Eyed Peas, a band ends in April for the concert,
spring concert to be "set in might be a potential solution.
stone" before classes break in
Bands Guster and Howie Day with heavy radio play, is being Kolberg said.
March.
are in consideration for the two looked at as well, Kolberg said,
Winona State UPAC orgaFinding bands with name concerts, as one show idea, Kol- but a Black Eyed Peas' show nizes a variety of events during
comes with a $70,000 price tag.
recognition and radio play that berg said.
the school year. In the fall,
are within UPAC's budget has
Bands being considered that
Jimmy Eat World starts a tour UPAC planners brought comediproved to be challenging, Kol- would perform solo for about of Europe and Japan on Feb. 25, an Jeffrey Ross to the university
$25,000 include All-American according to the band's Web site, and are planning a show that
berg said.
Kolberg said signing two Rejects, the Killers, the Donnas, so the band will not be back in would bring Saturday Night
lesser known bands on the same the Used, Sether, Crossfade and the United States until mid- Live's Horatio Sans to the school
ticket to play the spring concert Ben Folds.
April.
Feb. 18.

Campus
pitches in
for tsunami
relief efforts

Hello, snow . . .

Naomi Ndubi
WINONAN

Sports
The WSU basketball
teams were plenty
busy over break
See Sports, Page 8

Film Review —
See what film critic
Erik McClanahan
has to say this week
See Movies, Page 6

In the aftermath of the crisis in Southeast
Asia, Winona State University has set a
tsunami relief fundraiser to help those caught
in the devastation.
"This is an opportunity to truly live the
WSU mission to help improve our world,"
Terry Markos, director of international services, said.
Markos and Global Studies professor
Michael Bowler organized a relief effort
drive that allows university students, staff
and faculty to band together in a campuswide effort to provide relief for the tsunami
victims and their families.
"This is another opportunity, with tremendous urgency, because of the need to provide
clean water, clothing and shelter to help the
hundred of thousands of people who are hurting and homeless," Markos said.
The kick-off to the university-wide tsunami relief effort Jan. 14 quickly raised $2,500
in donations. Markos said donations will be
forwarded to UNICEF to ensure efficiency
and because it's a credible organizations.
Drop-boxes are located on campus for additional donations.
The Winona State Tsunami Relief Committee has been formed to guide the campus
community relief efforts. A public forum
regarding the impact of the tsunami in Southeast Asia was held Jan. 20 in the Science
Laboratory Center Auditorium.
See Tsunami, Page 2
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Winona community members take advantage of the season's first big snowfall by cross-country
skiing around Winona's lakes, Winona received more than eight inches of snow last weekend, to
the delight, or dismay, of local residents.

Winona State students honored at theater festival
Meggan Massie
WINONAN
Nineteen Winona State University students spent last week
acting, attending workshops and
watching shows at the
37th annual Kennedy Center
American College Theater Festival at the University of MissouriSt. Louis.
Started in 1969, KCACTF is a
national theater program involving 18,000 students from colleges and universities nationwide
which has served as a medium in
improving the quality of college
theater in the United States.
The festival is divided into
eight geographic regions. Minnesota shares a region with Iowa,
Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska,
North Dakota and South Dakota.
KCACTF participants cele-

brate the creative process, see
one another's work, and share
experiences and insights
within the community of theater artists, said Nikki Wakal,
a senior theater major and
two-time veteran of the theater festival.
Wakal said Winona State
students participated in a variety of workshops throughout
the week, ranging from
Improvisational Comedy and
Sound Design to a workshop
titled, Lions and Tigers and
Grad School, Oh My!
Two days of the festival
are devoted entirely to the
Irene Ryan Acting Scholarships, where two Winona
Contributed Photo/Winonan
State students from three proWinona State theater students traveled to the University of Missouriductions throughout the year
St. Louis for an annual theater festival. Several Winona State stuare nominated to compete.
dents received awards for performance and costume design.
The Irene Ryan Scholar-

Phone: (507)457-5119

http://www.winona.edu/winonan

ship Auditions were chology double major Jeffrey
established in 1972 by Mosser, junior theater and Engactress Irene Ryan, most lish double major Becky Bishop,
famous for her role as junior theater major Jamin
"Granny" on the original O'Malley, theatre major Denise
Beverly Hillbillies tele- Ruemping, senior theater major
vision series.
Nikki Wakal and junior theater
The Ryan Foundation major Gregory Jennings.
gives 19 regional awards
Awards were received by
and two fellowships Jamin O'Malley, a junior theater
annually; sixteen recipi- major and Sheena Gifford, a
ents are given $500.
sophomore dance major. Both
Winona State regis- received certificates of achievetered six nominees for ment for their sound designs on
the competition. Two the productions of "Five Minutes
nominees from the pro- to Morning" and "The Most Fabductions of "Five Min- ulous Story Ever Told." Junior
utes to Morning," "Tam- theater major Alli Engelsma also
ing of the Shrew" and received an achievement award
"The Most Fabulous for her costume design for "Five
Story Ever Told" were Minutes to Morning."
chosen.
Jamin O'Malley also received
Nominees included
See Theater, Page 2
senior theater and psy-

Fax: (507)457-5317
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Former WSU student wanted for felony
• Warrant issued
for drug charges
Joanna Chinquist

tOdalj: Morning clouds and afternoon sun today with no
chance for precipitation.
Highs in high 20s, and lows
in the single digits.

thursday

friday

A former Winona State
University student has a warrant out for his arrest after he
failed to appear for his Dec. 13
court date on felony drug
charges.
Jonathan Erickson, a thirdyear student who left the university at the end of last
semester, said that he didn't
receive a court summons until
Jan. 21, more than one month
after his missed court date,
because the summons letter
was sent to the wrong city.
The letter was sent to an
address in Maple Grove,
Minn., instead of Maplewood,
Minn., where Erickson currently resides with his parents.
"I never would have
skipped the court date had I
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The week starts out with a combination of
sun and clouds, then moves to few snow
shoers, and finishes with cloudy weather.
source: weather.com

Tsunami

Continued from Page 1

The forum, sponsored by the WSU
Tsunami Relief Committee, Global
Studies depai inient and International
Services took questions and comments
for audience members. Students and
faculty from the affected areas also
shared their counts of the disaster from
a personal perspective.
Steve Allard, assistant professor of
geoscience, and Jerry Gerlach, professor of geography, provided an
overview of what happened through
their expertise in natural disasters, as
well as geography of Southeast Asia.
Allard and Gerlach said a 9.0 magnitude earthquake struck Dec. 26 the
Heather HeakeUWINoNAN
coast of Sumatra, Indonesia. The ternVarious relief efforts have been organized by Winona
blor was the most powerful the world
State faculty and students to help tsunami victims in
has seen in 40 years. The earthquake
Southeast Asia and other affected regions.
itself did not do much damage, but
tsunami in Southeast Asia and East Africa left
triggered tsunami waves that swamped
coastlines across Southeast Asia and as far away as more than 160,000 men, women and children dead
and thousands without homes, food and water in
Somali.
The tragic circumstances of the earthquake and the devastated areas.

known about it," Erickson to a police informant Nov. 3
from his Morey dorm room.
said.
Winona State's Director of
The problem, he said, was
Security,
Don Walski, said that
probably from having to fill
if
Erickson
is found guilty of
out a change of address form
felony
after the unidrug
versity asked
charges he
him to leave
will loose
the dorms.
all student
"I never
financial
received any
aid as well
phone calls
as possibly
about this
serve jail
either,"
time.
Erickson
Ericksaid.
son
said
H
e
was
this
planned to
his
first
call the
time sellWinona
ing drugs
Courts
and that he
Administration Monday
4'77wo'A was just
"helping
to figure out
the misunderstanding and out" his friend who normally
sold marijuana.
reschedule a court date.
He said his friend didn't
According to the police
report, Erickson, also known have anymore marijuana so he
as "Little Jon," was caught had asked Erickson to sell
selling $35 worth of marijuana some of his own extra marijua-

na to a new customer, the
police informant.
"This entire thing is messed
up," Erickson said. "I wish it
never happened."
As far as the felony charges
go, Erickson said he wants to
talk to a public defender since
he is a "broke college student
and can't afford a defense
attorney," but will probably
make a settlement.
Erickson said he left the
university shortly before finals
week last semester, after
Winona State asked him to
move out of the dorms, a regular protocol for students found
with illegal substances.
Erickson now attends Century CommunitY College in
the Twin Cities where he plans
to earn his Associate's Degree
and attend Culinary School at
St. Paul Technical College.
"I had to switch gears for
now but I still want to get my
degree in psychology," he
said.

Theater
Continued from Page 1
second place and an additional monetary award for
his design work.
Sophomore social work major Teresa Sigler had
the opportunity to participate in the 24-Hour Play
Festival, an event in which five plays are written,
cast, rehearsed, designed and performed in less
than 24 hours.
Sigler, who had recently sprained her ankle,
said, "One of the playwrights actually wrote a

character with a limp into their script just for me."
Sigler described the experience as an emotional
rollercoaster.
"It was like going through every emotion you
would feel in five weeks of a regular production in
12 hours. I would be excited, nervous, exhausted
and scared out of my mind in a matter of minutes.
It was an incredible rush."

See our new site:
www.winona.edu/
winonan
r
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Jan. 10 — At 3:44 p.m. security responded to a
minor accident in the North Sheehan Parking Lot.
The matter was referred to the Director of Security.
Jan. 12 — At 4:40 a.m. security responded to a
fire alarm at Lourdes and stood by until fire
responders left the scene.
Jan. 14 — At 5 a.m. a resident of Sheehan
reported noises outside of her room. Security
responded and checked the area.
Jan. 14 — At 9:45 p.m. maintenance contacted
security concerning an intoxicated subject inside
of Kryzsko. The Winona Police were also called
and the subject was transported to the hospital.
Jan. 14 — At 10:43 p.m. security was summoned to Minne concerning an individual that had
difficulty breathing. An ambulance was called and
eventually transported the individual to the hospital.
Jan. 14 — At 11:35 p.m. security cited several
students at Tau for an alcohol violation. The mat-

ter was referred to the hall director.
Jan. 15 — At 12:30 a.m. Residence Life staff in
the Quad contacted security to assist with a disorderly individual. The matter was handled and
referred to the hall director.
Jan. 15 — At 3 a.m. a student was cited for a
housing violation in Prentiss-Lucas.
Jan. 15 — At 12:40 a.m, security responded to
Sheehan Hall concerning a medical situation.
Police were notified and the individual was eventually transported to the hospital.
Jan. 15 — At 8:35 a.m. a parent phoned security indicating he was unable to make contact with
his son. The son was eventually located.
Jan. 15 — At 12:05 security responded to Sheehan Hall to assist Residence Life with an alcohol
violation.
Jan. 18 — At 11:30 p.m. security was summoned to Prentiss-Lucas where the complainant
reported that her ex-boyfriend took her cell phone.

,

Security contacted the individual and the phone
was returned. No complaint was filed.
Jan. 19 — At 3:25 p.m. a student reported damage to his vehicle from another vehicle. Security
was unable to determine where the accident took
place.
Jan. 21 —At 12:33 p.m. security responded to a
student having a seizure in Somsen Hall. EMS
was called, however, the student left prior to their
arrival.
Jan. 21 — At 8:54 p.m. security cited several
students for possession of alcohol in the South
Sheehan Parking Lot. The matter was referred to
the conduct officer.
Jan. 21 — At 11:21 p.m. security and EMS
responded to Tau concerning a student who was
experiencing an asthma attack. The matter was
referred to EMS.
Jan. 21— At 10:20 p.m. security cited several
students for an alcohol violation in Lourdes. The
matter was referred to the hall director.
At 12:50 a.m. a student fell outside of
Jan. 22
Lourdes and was assisted by security with a cut on
his leg. The student eventually was transported to
the hospital by a friend.
Jan. 23 — At 5:15 a.m. several students were
cited for an alcohol violation at Tau. The matter
was referred to the hall director.
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Johnny Carson dies at 79
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Johnny Carson gave
Americans a laugh at the end of the day, started the
careers of a generation of young comics, owned
the title of late-night TV king — and stayed a droll
Midwestern boy.
When Carson left "Tonight" nearly 13 years
ago, Bette Midler serenaded him with "One More
for My Baby." On his death Sunday at age 79, a
chorus of voices praised him as a mentor and
American institution.
"All of us who came after are pretenders. We
will not see the likes of him again," said "Late
Show" host David Letterman. "He gave me a shot
on his show and in doing so, he gave me a career."
America's best-known comedians hurried out
statements honoring Carson.
"Johnny was responsible for the beginning and
the rise of success for more performers than anyone. I doubt if those numbers will ever be surpassed," Bill Cosby said.
"One of the greatest thrills of my career was not
on stage but when Johnny called me after seeing
me host the Oscars and telling me how much he
loved what I did," Billy Crystal said. "That's how
much I looked up to him. He was a true idol."
Carson's Midwestern roots counted, President
Bush noted,
"Born in Iowa and raised in Nebraska, Johnny
Carson was a steady and reassuring presence in
homes across America for three decades. His wit
and insight made Americans laugh and think and
had a profound influence on American life and
entertainment," Bush said Sunday.
Carson died early Sunday morning, according
to his nephew, Jeff Sotzing. "He was surrounded
by his family, whose loss will be immeasurable,"
Sotzing told The Associated Press.
He did not provide further details, but NBC said
Carson died of emphysema — a respiratory disease that can be attributed to smoking — at his
Malibu home.
Carson often had a cigarette in hand in the early
years of "Tonight," eventually dropping the on-air
habit when smoking on TV became frowned on.
But he remained a heavy smoker for some years
afterward, said a former associate who spoke on
condition of anonymity.
The boyish-looking Nebraska native with the
disarming grin, who survived every attempt to topple him from his late-night talk show throne, was a
star who managed never to distance himself from
his audience.
His wealth, the adoration of his guests — particularly the many young comics whose careers he
launched — the wry tales of multiple divorces:
Carson's air of modesty made it all serve to
enhance his bedtime intimacy with viewers.
"Heeeeere's Johnny!" was the booming
announcement from sidekick Ed McMahon that
ushered Carson out to the stage. Then the formula:
the topical monologue, the guests, the broadly
played skits such as "Carnac the Magnificent."
But America never tired of him; Carson went
out on top when he retired in May 1992.
"I was his last guest, and it was one of the most
moving experiences of my life. He had it all. A little bit of devil, a whole lot of angel, wit, charm,
good looks, superb timing and great, great class,"
Midler said in a statement.
McMahon said Sunday that Carson was "like a
brother to me."
"Our 34 years of working together, plus the 12
years since then, created a friendship which was
professional, family-like and one of respect and
great admiration," McMahon said in a statement.
"When we ended our run on 'The Tonight Show'
and my professional life continued, whenever a big

career decision needed to be made, I always got
the OK from 'The Boss.'"
Carson's personal life could not match the perfection of his career. Carson was married four
times, divorced three. In 1991, one of his three
sons, 39-year-old Ricky, was killed in a car accident.
Nearly all of Carson's professional life was
spent in television, from his postwar start at
Nebraska stations in the late 1940s to his three
decades with NBC's "The Tonight Show Starring
Johnny Carson."
Carson chose to let "Tonight" stand as his
career zenith and his finale, withdrawing into a
quiet retirement that suited his private nature and
refusing involvement in other show business projects.
In 1993, he explained his absence from the
limelight.
"I have an ego like anybody else," Carson told
The Washington Post, "but. I don't need to be
stoked by going before the public all the time."
Carson spent his retirement years sailing, traveling and socializing with a few close friends
including media mogul Barry Diller and NBC
executive Bob Wright. He simply refused to be
wooed back on stage.
"I just let the work speak for itself," he told
Esquire magazine in 2002.
Carson did find an outlet for his creativity: He
wrote short humor pieces for The New Yorker
magazine, including "Recently Discovered Childhood Letters to Santa," which purported to give the
youthful wish lists of William Buckley, Don Rickles and others.
Carson made his debut as "Tonight" host in
October 1962 and quickly won over audiences. He
even made headlines with such clever ploys as the
1969 on-show marriage of eccentric singer Tiny
Tim to Miss Vicki, which won the show its
biggest-ever ratings.
The wedding and other noteworthy moments
from the show were collected into a yearly
"Tonight" anniversary special.
In 1972, "Tonight" moved from New York to
Burbank. Growing respect for Carson's consistency and staying power, along with four consecutive
Emmy Awards, came his way in the late 1970s.
His quickness and his ability to handle an audience were impressive. When his jokes missed their
target, the smooth Carson won over a groaning studio audience with a clever look or sly, self-deprecating remark.
Politics provided monologue fodder for him as
he skewered lawmakers of every stripe, minoring
the mood of voters. His Watergate jabs at President
Nixon were seen as cementing Nixon's fall from
office in 1974.
Competing networks tried a variety of formats
and hosts to challenge Carson, but never managed
to best "Tonight."
There was the occasional battle with NBC: In
1967, for instance, Carson walked out for several
weeks until the network managed to lure him back
with a contract that reportedly gave him $1 million-plus yearly.
In 1980, after more walkout threats, the show
was scaled back from 90 minutes to an hour. Carson also eased his schedule by cutting back on his
work days; a number of substitute hosts filled in,
including Joan Rivers, Jerry Lewis and Jay Leno,
Carson's eventual successor.
Rivers was one of the countless comedians
whose careers took off after they were on Carson's
show. After she rocked the audience with her jokes
in that 1965 appearance, he remarked, "God,
you're funny. You're going to be a star."
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We invite readers and
Winonan staff members
to share their opinions in
these columns.
The opinions of this
newspaper do not reflect
those of the MnSCU system, Winona State University, its faculty, staff
or student body. Any
questions or comments
should be directed to the
Winonan publication
board, editorial board,
managing editor or
submitted as letters to
the editor.
Letters to the editor
must be 250 words or
less and received by the
Sunday preceding our
Wednesday publication
dates. Include your full
name, major, year in
school and telephone
number, for publication.
Letters from faculty
members must include
full name, title or department and phone number.
Letters from community members must
include full name,
address and phone
number. We do not run
anonymous letters.
The Winonan edits
for space and relevance
when necessary. The
Winonan doesn't edit for
spelling, grammar or
factual errors and we
reject ads and letters to
the editor deemed inappropriate. All letters
should comply with university policies.
Letters may be sent
via e-mail to Winonan
@winona.edu with
"letter to editor" as the
subject line. They can
also be faxed to 4575317 or delivered to the
Winonan office in
Kryzsko Commons.

Iraq war should supercede politics, sports I want the

T

his past week American
television stations broadcasted some seemingly
historic events. On Thursday,
George W. Bush became the
sixteenth president to be inaugurated for a second term, and
on Sunday, two African American quarterbacks faced off in a
conference championship game
for the first time in the history
of the NFL.
The football game featured
the fiber-athletic Mike Vick
leading the Atlanta Falcons
against the controlled and
ultra-strong arm of Donovan
McNabb from the Philadelphia
Eagles. Ultimately, the game
showcased the Eagles running
back Brian Westbrook and the
Eagles defense, but it was marketed as a historic battle
between two excellent, but
unproven quarterbacks.
What impressed me about
the game had little to do with
the actual play on the field.
It was the pre-game ceremony that struck me as important.
It's powerful, sentimental and
ultimately timely message
reveals the current political and
social climate in the U.S.
Ten-year-old Timmy Kelly
sang the "National Anthem"
with such clarity and power that
he compelled his audience:
players, fans, and select members of the military to tears.
As this young man sang:

"gave proof through the night
that our flag was still there" his
voice seemed to charge the stadium with a great respect for
the so-called battle about to be
waged.
Three days before, the
American media covered a similarly distracting event by filming a completely dull but equally eerie inauguration parade,
complete with sold out seats for
both protesters and supporters
alike.
The presidential motorcade

dent's shiny new Cadillac limousine (complete with 12 inch
thick doors and bulletproof
windows).
Both the parade and the
game revealed something about
our culture. Kelly and the setting for which he sang so beautifully (a nationally broadcasted
and highly anticipated football
game) epitomize the American
values that so many soldiers are
fighting for in Iraq. These values are what the President and
many patriotic Americans presume is motivating the soldiers to fight in Iraq.
Just as I presume that
each soldier has a personal
motivation for killing
strangers, or getting killed
by strangers, that I can't
begin to understand (since
I have never been in a war
and I know nothing of war
except what I read and
have been told). But I have
Zach Taylor
been told a lot.
OP/ED COLUMNIST
I understand that there is
some great controversy aboutwas harangued with such curs- why we are fighting in Iraq.
ing and chanting that it would Liberals say oil and power.
have sounded like the Super- Conservatives say freedom and
bowl, if the Pittsburgh Steelers protection from terrorists.
had beaten the Patriots.
I honestly don't know why
But the analysts paid little people are over there, but I susattention to the division of the pect that it has something to do
country and chose instead to with politics, social standing,
marvel at the beauty of Laura heritage, oil, money, power,
Bush's outfit and consider the weapons, Saddam, Osama,
impressiveness of the Presi- Tupac, jihad, God, Christianity,

sex, drugs, rock n' roll, Tom
Delay, Hiroshima, Nagasaki,
Iran, ... blah, blah, blah. You
get the point. There are all sorts
of explanations or justifications, but at the heart of it all is
that America is a good place to
die for, because of football
games, miracles and pride.
But the sentimental patriotism of both the inauguration
and the ceremony at the game is
a distraction from the cold, illconceived deaths of our countrymen in Iraq.
Americans are disconnected
with reality. Yes, football is
nice. Yes, Timmy Kelly is
inspiring. Yes, the game was a
testament to how much the civil
rights struggle has achieved in
this country. Yes, Laura Bush
did look attractive. But people
are dying in our names and the
media is doing everything it can
to distract us from it. Forget
American Idol.
We have already lost 1,364
American idols. These deaths
are calculated and justified but
not even worth mention in the
President's speech? Not even
worth mention?
What's the number I call to
vote soldiers into the next
round?
Reach Zachary Taylor at
zbtaylor9583@webmail.
winona.edu

Bush foreign policy not conservative
am a conservative. Not a
Republican, but a conservative. And I am proud of that.
I believe in lower taxes, less
government control, and the
right to own guns if that is what
I want to do. These are just
parts of the platform of the conservative thought process. I do
not know of one place in this
platform where it says that it is
the responsibility of the U.S. to
spread freedom across the
world.
Last week, President Bush
took the Oath of Office for the
second time and is getting ready
to pilot this country for another
four years. In his inauguration
speech, he laid out the foundation to one of the most forceful
foreign policy strategies in the
history of contemporary America.
Bush talked about how religious radicals took advantage
of America on Sept. 11 and
spoke about how tyranny

/

around the world is simmering in resentment toward
America. He went on to proclaim that "it is the policy of
the United States to seek and
support the growth of democratic movements and institutions in every nation and culture, with the ultimate goal of
ending tyranny in our
world."
In my opinion, these
were the most treacherous
lines within this entire speech.
It sounds like Bush is suggesting that the U.S. go around the
world and install governments
that we, as a country, see fit. I
am willing to guess that more
often than not, this will include
military force.
Many Americans, including
myself, thought that Iraq was
going to be one of our finest
hours. I believed that Iraqis
would be welcoming our troops
with open arms and would
embrace a new way of life, free

help with the fight against U.S.
Troops.
Iraq was supposed to be the
easy one, the one we could
point to and say, "See, it
worked." But that is not the
case. Iraq, according to many
experts, has turned into a mismanaged military occupation.
If Iraq is our point-of-reference for this new foreign policy, I say we need to step back
Erik Burns
and re-examine what our role in
OP/ED COLUMNIST
the world is. I don't see that role
asacting as a baby sitter. That is
from fear and torture.
The truth is this, even not to say we have no role in
though it is a fact that Hussein international stability.
We need to examine how we
used WMDs, we have not
are
going to fill that role. If it is
found any; we are losing solgoing
to be through military
diers daily to roadside bombs
force,
then
we need to be preand the insurgency within the
pared
for
a
lot of animosity
Sunni-Triangle is not letting up.
from
the
world,
with little supIn fact, as the elections in Iraq
port
to
boot.
come closer, insurgencies are
increasing, not to mention
Reach Eric Burns at
every militant-Muslim in the
ecburns0212@webmail.
region is pouring in to Iraq to
winona. edu

Common courtesy includes shutting up

Matthew Geiger
MANAGING EDITOR

s I write this, the first
column of my last
semester at Winona
State University, I reflect on my
time at this fine institution. I've
spent five years here, that's
almost a quarter of my life. In
those years, I've done a lot of
growing, a lot of learning and
made quite a few observations
about life in general, and college life in specific.
This is the first in a series of
columns I will be writing about
what can be learned from my
time at Winona State. This
week's topic: courtesy.
I consider myself a fairly

A

nice guy. I hold doors open for
people. I take co-workers' hours
when they need a day off. I
have been told that I tip very
well. I share.
One of the things I'm most
proud of, though, is that I
respect other people's rights to
peace and quiet. It should come
as no surprise then, that one of
my biggest pet peeves is people
who don't respect mine.
How is this a lesson about
college? Living in Lourdes Hall
for three years taught me that
not everyone shares my passion
for a good night's sleep.
I can't remember the number
of nights I spent on those
absurdly small beds trying to
find the most comfortable way
to sleep with my hands tightly
clenching my only pillow over
my head.
Maybe things have changed,
though. Maybe in the two years
that I have been living off campus, cell phones haven't been
ringing as loud as they possibly
can at 2 a.m.
Maybe drunken freshmen

don't still stumble in at all
hours of the night puking in the
hallway and wooing for no reason at all.
Maybe people don't IM at
midnight with their computers
turned up loud enough to hear
on the floor below them these
days.
But I get the feeling it's gotten even worse, which is one
reason why I moved off campus. Unfortunately, I ended up
not thinking and moving right
into the middle of bar country.
So now I get to hear every
drunken scream and shouted
conversation at closing time.
I realize that this is college,
and that people think they are
supposed to be having fun now.
I also realize that some people
don't think they can have fun
without making as much noise
as possible.
Then again there are those
who just plain don't think about
the consequences of their
actions.
Please don't be one of those
people.

Please think about other people before you open your mouth
or crank up your favorite song.
Please remember that someone
banging on your wall is usually
a sign that you are being too
loud. Please respect their rights
to relative quiet.
But the noisemakers aren't
the only ones at fault here.
There are also those people,
some might call them whiners,
who run to mommy the second
someone violates quiet hours.
I've been around long
enough to know that most people will be quiet if you just ask
them nicely.
There's no need to go
straight to your RA, or call
security, or complain to your
landlord just because your
neighbor has the TV too loud
one night. Talk to them, person
to person. If they still don't
show you respect, then it's time
to go to the next level.
Reach Matt Geiger at
mjgeiger4251@webmail.
winona.edu

■ The Winonan does not print anonymous letters to the editor.
■ The limit for letters is 250 words.
■

■ Your name, major, year in school and a phone number are required for print.
■ Letters should comply with the university's policies,

Letters are printed based on the discretion of the Editorial board of the Winonan.
III We do not correct spelling, grammar or factual errors.
111 Letters from community members must include full name, address and phone number.
III Or read the policy to the far left of this page.

Adam Crowson, Editor-in-Chief

Winonan@winona.edu

`67 Mustang

Adam Crowson
EDITOR IN CHIEF

T

his weekend, I saw the only car I
will only want — a classic Mustang.
And, it was for sale.
We'll start talking about the Mustang
in a few paragraphs but first let's talk
about why I want the Mustang.
I've begun my quest for a new car and
I've searched near and far for mainly a
Taurus, Ranger, Civic, Accord, Explorer,
Jeep Cherokee and other reliable cars.
You see, I drive the crappiest car
known to the human race. And that's
putting it nice.
I bought the car in 2000, when I was a
stupid 18-year-old. Not long after I
bought the car, the odometer quit working.
Within a year, I began experiencing
problems with the radiator and its many
parts.
Now, the car is 15 years old, has an
unknown amount of miles and is falling
apart.
There is only one thing I want to do to
that car and that is rip out the passenger
seat, weld all but the driver's side door
shut, put in some type of mattress cushion, strap on a helmet and go drive that
klunker up into my parent's field and beat
it into the ground.
I can see it now, as I go sailing over
through the field at 50 mph,, busting up
whatever is left in the suspenOn and hitting the ground so hard the engine falls
out.
Or, I'll just take it to a demolition
derby. The Grand Prix still has some mustard left in its engine.
But it's time to part with this car. It's
time to get something decent.
And so I began looking for the ideal
car. One that doesn't cost too much; one
with good miles; one that wasn't formerly
owned by an idiot teenager.
That's when I found it.
The 1967 Ford Mustang. It's a 3-speed
V8 and it looks nice, to say the least.
Who cares that you can't drive it for
four months out of the year?
Who cares that it doesn't seat more
than two people?
(Who would call it an "ugly car"?)
My fiancee.
She said what every guy dreads hearing upon finding a car as nice as this:
"No."
Not even just no, she dared to call it
ugly.
Which led me to two conclusions.
1.Women don't understand the obsession with classic cars and
2. They are pretty sensible when it
comes to buying a car.
She is Fight.
The car isn't ugly. With some hard
work this thing could be stellar.
But it's not practical.
The Mustang is a two door. You can
only drive it eight months out of the year,
unless you want to destroy it with the crap
on the Minnesota/Wisconsin roads. And,
there's no way of telling how much
restoration ever needs to be doneto a classic car.
I still want the Mustang, though.
So, in 20 years...when I'm starting to
gray...THE MUSTANG IS MINE.
But at least I don't have to buy a minivan.
Reach Adam Crowson at ascrowso
4116@webmail.winona.edu

Send letters
to the
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Winonan
Winona.edu
(507) 457-5119
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Et Cetera
International students
affected by tsunami
Mae Schultz
WINONAN

For most, the massive
December tsunami seems like a
horrible event that happened
half a world away. However, for
some students at Winona State
University, the effects of the
tsunami really did hit home.
The university's international services office estimated that approximately
83 Winona State international
students are from countries
that were affected by the
tsunami. Some of the countries affected include: India,
Indonesia, Thailand and Sri
Lanka.
junior
Winona
State
Hasitha Amarasekera, Who is
from Sri Lanka, is one of
those students whose family
was affected by the tsunami
that originated as an earthquake in the Indian Ocean.
Amarasekera said, "My dad
is from the city of Galle which
was the worst hit in Sri Lanka.
My uncles and aunts that lived
there? They completely lost
everything they ever owned."
One of the most frightening
parts of the whole event, according to Amarasekera, is that her
family didn't know where her
cousin was for period of time.
Later, the family was grateful
when they were able to locate
Amarasekera's cousin.
While some people's lives
were threatened, other families
lost their livelihood.

Fellow Sri Lankan Jagath
Cabandugama said, "We had a
beach resort. It was totally decimated by the tsunami. We lost
about 200 of our staff. That was
the worst part about it actually."
The earthquake which caused
the tsunami had a magnitude of
9.0 and created waves of up to

50 feet high. Remarkably, some
international students were actually there to witness the destruction.
Winona State senior Swinthie
Fernando was home visiting her
family in Sri Lanka on Dec.
26 when the tsunami struck. Fernando said there was a scene of
confusion because nobody really
understood the magnitude of
what was happening.
She said, "We have never
heard about a tsunami ever. Not
even in ancient books."
Cabandugama reiterated how
new this experience is for Sri
Lanka. He said, "This is the first

natural disaster that our country
has ever experienced."
While each person has unique
stories about what happened to
his or her family during the disaster, there are many feelings
that are universal throughout Sri
Lanka and other affected countries.
Fernando and Cabandugama both expressed that before
this event Sri Lankans loved
the sea, but now they feel very
differently towards it.
"How can the sea take so
many lives away?" said
Cabandugama.
Fernando said, "I grew up
right next to the ocean. That's
our only view. Now when you
see the ocean, you get scared
of it and mad at it."
Another change that has
transpired in the affected
countries is an outpour of
care.
"What I learned from this is
that the world has never been
united like this. I am so grateful
for all the people in the world
and governments that are helping," Fernando said.
Fernando said that when people were out collecting money
on the street after the tsunami,
even a blind couple who were
beggars themselves, donated
money to help the survivors.
"It was so touching to see
how these two blind people give
money. People who were watching had tears in their eyes," Fernando said.

Students directing two
free plays over weekend
Meggan Massie
WINONAN

because the actors are allowed
"freedom for improvisation and
comedic style."
She said, "We have a lot of
fun and create new theater every
night."

Roy, senior music student
Matthew Corcoran who plays
Ray, and Lewis Kuhlman a
senior music business student
who plays Cletis.
Both directors emphasize the

Two Winona State University
student-directed plays, "Talk
Radio" and "Lone Star," will be
performed at
7:30 p.m. Jan.
28 and 29 in the
Performing Arts
Center's
D.B.Magnus
Theater.
The evening
will consist of
two shows. The
first, "Talk
Radio," directed
by senior theater
and psychology
student Jeffrey
Mosser followed by "Lone
Star," directed
by senior theater
student Nathan
Wagner.
According to
Mosser, "Talk
Radio" is a story
about a radio
host, played by
senior Mark Benzel, who is a mix
of Howard Stern
and Rush Limbaugh.
Mosser said,
"The play shows
how (Benzel)
deals with the
assortment
crazy and hilarious callers he
encounters
the
throughout
Doug Sundin/Winonan
night."
Two student directed plays will be performed this coming weekend in
caller,th e D.B. Magnus Black Box Theater. "Talk Radio" will be directed by
One
played by sopho- Jeffrey Mosser and "Lone Star" will be directed by Nathan Wagner.
more social work
The second show, "Lone limited seating, Mosser said,
student Teresa Sigler, is afraid of
Star,"
written by James McLure "The room fills up fast, so come
a teaspoon that fell down a
is
a
humorous
look at a Vietnam early if you want a seat."
garbage disposal.
Admission is free and the
War
veteran's
attempt
to adjust
Susan Hoagland, a sophowill open at 7 p.m.
to
life
in
his
hometown
in
Texas.
house
more theater student, plays the
Contact
reporter Meggan
The
play's
director,
Wagner
character of Rose who calls in
at:
said,
"It
is
a
funny
way
of
showMassie
and nearly turns the show into a
mmmassie4487@webmail.wino
ing
how
the
world
changes."
sex hotline.
The cast is composed of na.edu .
Sigler said the audience
senior
theater student Andrew
members will enjoy the show
Knauff who plays the role of

Dance with an Asian flare...
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,
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Doug Sundin/W'Mortan
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/ iMina'Sta;'elittivt;rsity students do an Indian dance last Saturday night in kry/sko Commons East Cafeteria for
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the annual ,ksian Dinner. All tables were filled for the event. ['or more photos, see page 7.
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NARAL celebrates 32nd
anniversary of Roe vs. Wade
Heather Stanek

numerous women died from
such procedures.
WINONAN
"History shows us that," she
said.
Winona State University stuGoberville said the group is
dents gathered last Thursday
pro-child
and pro-family, but
evening to commemorate the
also
supports
freedom of choice.
32nd anniversary of the Roe v.
"We
don't
say
that abortion is
Wade case.
the
answer,"
Goberville
said.
The case, which grants
"But
we
want
our
future
daughwomen the right to have an abortion, was celebrated by members of the National Abortion
and Reproductive Action
League.
Party-goers received free
food and condoms, and could
learn about the case and how
to practice safe sex.
NARAL also accepted
donations and explained the
importance of the Roe v.
Wade case.
Sarah Goberville and
Meggen Patterson, campus
Meggen Pattersort
co-representatives for the
NARAL representatIve
organization, said women
should have the right to
choose because all people
ters to have a choice."
have freedom over their bodies.
The group also supports sex
Goberville, a Public Relations student, said all Americans education programs, provides
are equal, and should be able to contraceptives, supports the
make their own choices about morning-after pill, and informs
people about safe sex and abstiwhat is best for them.
According to Patterson, peo- nence, Goberville said.
She said 50 percent of all
ple have the right to choose, and
pregnancies
are unintended, and
"taking away this right could be
contraception
helps limit potendangerous."
tial
abortions.
Patterson, a Professional
Both women also expressed
Studies student, added that even
displeasure
with Bush's inauguif abortion is made illegal,
ration
Thursday
evening due to
women will still seek it.
his
pro-life
stance.
She said this is harmful,
"Bush is our biggest fear right
because many women would die
now,"
Patterson said.
as a result of poor-quality proceShe
added that the Roe decidures.
Goberville also explained sion is one Supreme Court justhat prior to legal abortion, tice vote away from being over-

turned, which would make abortion illegal in America.
Goberville said the group
campaigned heavily for John
Kerry during the election, and
many pro-choice supporters
were upset when he lost.
With Bush's second term,
Patterson said those in favor of
abortion will need to be stronger
in their support for choice.
"The longer we fight," she
said," the longer it will be prochoice."
Goberville said Winona
State's female majority also
fosters support for choice.
She said many young people confuse religion with
choice and anti-choice, and
that they are influenced by
their families.
Uncertainty of which side
to support is also common,
Goberville said.
Students tend to change
their thoughts on abortion once
they are exposed to the campus
environment, gain an education
and learn the facts, she said.
Goberville also said seeing
pro-choice groups persuades students to support abortion.
Besides the Roe v. Wade
party, the organization also
sponsors and supports other
feminist and pro-choice activities.
On March 30, a reception will
be held for author Susan Faludi,
who will lecture about her book,
"Backlash."
The novel explains the history of a societal backlash against
women.
The group also traveled to
Washington D.C. last April to
See NARAL, page 7

Rascal's Bar starts off year
with "New Band Night"
Will Maravelas
WINONAN

Rascal's Bar will host a "New Band Night"
every Tuesday, which will give new local and
regional musicians a chance to get exposure and
perform for patrons.
Marketing and Promotions Manager Elena Erofeeva, said New Band Night is a great way for less
experienced bands to book a show and build a fan
base.
"A lot of new bands have trouble getting gigs.
Nobody knows them," said Erofeeva, "It really
helps the bands."
The new band night has been going on the
occasional weeknight since November, but Erofeeva said the shows will now happen every Tuesday.
Erofeeva said the shows are so new they only
have two bands scheduled to play at the bar so far.
The bands Potato Pan Otis and The Northwoods Band — which features Winona State University student Charlie Smyrk — will be rotating
nights until more bands are lined up to play.

Erofeeva said the shows take place on a smaller
stage because they want the bands to work up to
playing the main stage.
"We try (the bands) out," said Erofeeva. "If
they are good they can set up their own show on
the big stage."
The bar would like to make these shows similar
to the New Band Nights at the Minneapolis' club
First Avenue, Erofeeva said.
Erofeeva said the First Avenue's New Band
Nights are well-known among musicians.
"We want to grow the shows," said Erofeeva,
"We want to make them really big."
Erofeeva said most of the bands that have
shown interest in playing at Rascal's are student
bands from Saint Mary's and Winona State.
Erofeeva said the shows have been successful
with both students and Rascal's patrons alike.
"There's not much to do on a Tuesday night in
Winona," said Erofeeva. "Students have been
enjoying the shows."
Rascal's Bar is located at 151 E. Third St.
The cover charge is three dollars and you must
be 21 to attend the shows.
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Winter break was a good
time to go the movies,
good time to rent DVDs
Taking advantage of the
much broader selection of films
to see in and around the Twin
Cities this Christmas break, your
friend and faithful movie
reviewer took in a plethora of
films that both impressed and, of
course, disappointed.
Highlights included Leonardo DiCaprio and Martin Scorsese successfully creating another
interesting and detailed historical drama with "The Aviator"
and Wes Anderson's hilarious
"The Life Aquatic with Steve
Zissou." Being a huge "Blade"
fan, I was considerably let
down by the overdone and
cheesy (even for the "Blade"
series) "Blade: Trinity."
I started my break by going
to a movie I was anticipating
for quite some time. Steven
Soderbergh's "Ocean's Twelve"
reminded me that sequels can
be every bit as good as their
predecessors if they are done
right.
Brad Pitt, George Clooney,
Matt Damon, Julia Roberts and
the wise casting of Catherine
Zeta-Jones made this film as
enjoyable as the first. Soderbergh relishes the chance to let
the actors have fun on camera
and uses a European style of
filmmaking throughout the film
that was appropriate given the
locations of the story.
The well-acted and cleverly
crafted "Closer" was a twisted
story about two couples swapping partners and talking dirty.
Director Mike Nichols keeps the
audience second-guessing
whether or not the couples
(including brilliant turns by
Clive Owen and Natalie Portman, both outdoing Jude Law
and Julia Roberts in the acting
department here) will find happiness through long story leaps
in time that effectively show

how strange and different people
can be from when you last saw
them.
The huge success of "Meet
the Fockers" ($248 million box
office to date) shows that audiences still enjoy seeing Ben
Stiller humiliated in every way
possible. While not as genuinely
hilarious as "Meet the Parents,"
this sequel still amuses with
hilarious performances by
Dustin Hoffman and Barbra
Streisand.
Oscar may finally call for

Erik McClanahan
MOVIE REVIEWER

Martin Scorsese with "The Aviator," a biopic of legendary
tycoon Howard Hughes' earlier
years. The legendary filmmaker
has been passed over too many
times by the Academy, and while
"The Aviator" isn't his greatest
achievement by any means (that
would be "Goodfellas") it is a
well-made film that Oscar voters
tend to adore and honor—much
like "A Beautiful Mind."
The most fun I've had at the
movies in quite some time came
from watching "The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou."
Writer/director Wes Anderson
outdoes himself once again and
Bill Murray's portrayal of doobie-smoking documentary filmmaker Steve Zissou is hilarious.
Anderson's films are for people who love movies and enjoy
seeing things you don't see in

typical comedies. His subtle
humor is always contradicted by
his ability to find humor in even
the silliest situations, and the
results are flawless in "Life
Aquatic." The director also
showed a stronger visual
approach to this movie and uses
old school stop motion underwater effects that fit well with his
style.
My favorite scene of maybe
this entire year comes when Bill
Murray is describing his ship to
his apparent son Owen Wilson.
During the description, the
camera goes up and down, side
to side, and through every room
on the ship, giving the film a
theatrical feel that is appropriate to a Wes Anderson movie
(he is an obvious theater and
book fan, just check out "Rushmore" and "The Royal Tenenbaum"" and see what I mean).
And for the movie fan who
enjoys DVDs as much as I do,
here is a list of the DVDs that
have been getting some serious
viewing time on my home theater. Checkout "Garden State,"
"Hero," "The Village," Shaun of
the Dead," "Napoleon Dynamite" and "Seinfeld seasons 1, 2
and 3."
The ultimate DVD experience right now would have to be
"The Lord of the Rings Extended Versions." Do yourself a
favor, sit down and watch all
three in a row and watch
arguably the most amazing film
achievement of all time. Set
aside 12 hours for this marathon
movie experience and you won't
be disappointed.
Check back next week when I
review Zhang Yimou's "House
of Flying Daggers," the director's follow up to "Hero." Until
then, your friend and faithful
movie reviewer says happy
movie watching.

Movie Quote of the Week
"I couldn't paint you a picture, I
probably can't hit the ball out of
Fenway and I can't play the
piano, but when it came to stuff
like that I could always just
play."
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Health Services offers to
help students quit smoking
Adam Krahn
WINONAN

It's no secret that smokers have a difficult time
giving up their habit, but the staff of Winona State
University Health Services wants students to
know that help is close-at-hand.
For those who want to give up smoking or
chewing tobacco, Health Services offers a smoking cessation program to ease the task.
Nurse Maureen Guillou, who conducts the program, said statistics have shown that about 25 percent of college students smoke. Most plan to quit
by graduation, she said, but about 70 percent of
college Smokers continue the habit.
Research has also shown that the most effective
plans to quit smoking involve counseling paired
with some type of medication, Guillou said, and
the Health Services program offers this full-package approach.
The counseling part of the program consists of
six weekly meetings with Guillou to discuss and
determine a student's smoking history, triggers for
the temptation and some day-to-day coping skills.
As for meds, Guillou said the drug bupropion;
also known as Wellbutrin or Zyban; has proven
very effective at killing the craving to smoke.
Some students may be leery about taking the
drug, Guillou said, but to a student already taking

nicotine and other harmful chemicals contained in
cigarettes, a temporary medication should be a
welcome aid.
Since the program started in spring of 1999, an
average of about 18 students each semester have
sought help, and more than half kicked their habit,
Guillou said.
Several students who did quit have said it was
far easier than they had expected, she said, and
have seen the benefits.
Many students have noticed the sensitivity of
their senses of taste and smell return to them, and
have found it easier to take on athletic challenges,
she said.
Not everyone sees instant success, of course,
but Guillou said that a relapse shouldn't be seen as
a failure.
Giving up smoking is a difficult process; a
relapse is just part of that process during which
one learns and improves, she said, and a student
won't be given a hard time if they can't quit right
away.
The Health Services program isn't the only
option, Guillou said. Many people do quit on their
own, and there are plenty of other sources of information on quitting, but Guillou has confidence in
the campus program and said that Health Services
See Smoking, Page 7

Think you know what movie it's from? See page 7 for the answer.
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DURRING THE SHOW
WITH THIS AD

VALID 0 11/5 OW ONE PER PERSON. MUST RE IL

Sp itnsi Break
with
Wane 0-Rotsrro ors!.

Over 18 years of Spring Bveak
Experience!
Acapulco-Vallarta-Mazatlan
Cancun & Cabo
Organize a Grow
GO FREE!
/ -809-87S-4525
www.bianchirossixorn

Spring Break/Mexico
From $499. Reps
Go Free.
1-800-366-4786
www.mazexp.corn
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Children's play auditions

All-campus auditions for "Trudi and the Minstrel," this spring's children's play, will be Febuary 1-3 from 6 to 8:30 p.m. Contact Susan
Hoaglund for further details.
President of Culver's speaks at WSU

The WSU Business Speaker Series presents Craig Culver, cofounder and president of Culver's restaurant. He will speak at 6 p.m.
on January 26 in the Science Laboratory Center.
Athenaeum series begins

Athenaeum Event Series presents Paul Vance: Cello Performance. He will be playing at 1 p.m. in the Winona State University
Library.
International Series hosts Diane Jarvi

Residential College International Series presents: Diane Jarvi:
Songs and Music from Finland. She will be performing from 7 to 9
p.m. on January 27 at Lourdes Hall, North Lounge.
Football Fantasy Nite

A fundraiser for the WSU Football team will be held at 6 p.m. January 31 at the Riverport Inn. The cost is $100 a plate. There will be
an open bar and hot hors d'oeuvres.

NARAL

Continued from page 5

march for the right to choose.
would require help and networking
Patterson said students came from between students and faculty.
as far away as California, and supGoberville said being a part of the
port from Winona State was impres- group is inspiring because it informs
sive.
students and teaches them about peoThe university had two full buses ple.
of students and faculty who went to
"I am satisfied with getting our
the march, she said.
supporters together," she said. "We
The group also has hopeful expec- keep educating each other."
tations of the New University plan,
Paterson added that learning from
which could foster increased interest other students helps them understand
in Women's Studies and feminism, the significance of a woman's right
Goberville said.
to choose in relation to American
"I would love to see more women freedom.
involved [in the New University],"
"It is important to understand the
she said.
need for equality," she said. "We all
Patterson said a campus pro- deserve the same rights."
choice group is also possible, but it

Smoking

Continued from page 6

will always work to meet the needs
of students.
One way they've addressed student needs is by keeping the program
absolutely free. If a student's health
insurance won't cover the cost of
medication, Health Services can
meet the need with product samples.
"Our program is important," Guillou said. "It's the single most effective thing one can do for their future
health."
In fact, all students attending normal appointments at Health Services
are asked whether they smoke. If the

answer is yes, they are encouraged to
quit and informed about the pro
gram, Guillou said.
They aren't trying to be pesky —
they ask because it plays a big role in
a person's health, she said. "It's our
duty as a health care provider."
The smoking cessation program
has been a real help to those that
have gone through it, so with it's lack
of bills, pressure, or long trips for
appointments, there's little reason for
those who want to quit not to check it
out.

Look for us online at:
www.winona.edu/winonan

Male Wisconsin inmate files suit
to finish becoming a woman
MILWAUKEE (AP) — A male Wisconsin inmate who has received statepaid hormone therapy for the last 5 years
to become a woman is suing prison officials for not finishing the sex change
process.
The suit was filed by Scott Konitzer
who now uses the name Donna Dawn
Konitzer. Konitzer, who has gender identity disorder, is serving 123 years for multiple armed robberies and for stabbing
another inmate.
The suit is pending in federal court in
Milwaukee.
The department has been providing
Konitzer, 40, with hormone therapy to
stimulate female development since 1999
but will not allow genital surgery.
Konitzer claims a prison doctor said
the surgery would follow the hormone
treatments, and the refusal to follow
through violates the Eighth Amendment
protection against cruel and unusual punishment.
Konitzer, who looks female because of
the hormones, also objects to being
housed in male prisons, where male
guards do the strip searches and inmates
share communal showers. Konitzer is not
allowed to wear a bra or women's clothing.
People with the gender identity disorder have a strong and persistent discomfort with their birth gender and wish to
live as the other, according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders, a reference book used by mental health practitioners around the country.
The disorder causes people to have
trouble functioning in society and can

lead to severe depression, genital mutila- prison system doesn't either, according to
tion and suicide. It is relatively rare, Alex Lee, director of the TGI Justice Proaffecting 1 in 30,000 people born male ject, which aims to defend the rights of
and 1 in 100,000 people born female, transgender prisoners.
according to the manual.
"This is something that many other
"I don't think you can pass your psy- states know is coming. A lot of people are
chiatry boards without acknowledging going to be very interested in the outcome
this as a real disease. It permeates every of this case," Lee said of Konitzer's suit.
part of every day. It's not something you
The department's policy on hormone
do in your free time," said Walter Meyer, therapy has changed between 1994, when
a professor at the University of Texas Konitzer entered the system, and today.
Medical Branch and president of the
Under the old policy, inmates who had
Harry Benjamin International Gender been receiving hormone treatments for a
Dysphoria Association.
year on the outside were allowed to conAs of December 2002, the most recent tinue them while in prison. People diagstatistics available, there were 13 Wis- nosed with gender identity disorder after
consin inmates who had some discomfort their incarceration were not allowed to
with their birth gender; eight of them had start the therapy while in custody.
been diagnosed with gender identity disA new policy, adopted after a commitorder, said Department of Corrections tee of physicians, attorneys and prison
spokesman Bill Clausius. Department officials studied the issue in 2002, allows
policy is to treat them in accordance with inmates to start new hormone therapy in
their external genitalia.
some cases.
Wisconsin inmates are not allowed to
have gender reassignment surgery,
even if they pay for it themselves,
Clausius said. The surgery can cost
from $10,000 to $20,000.
As of September 2004, two
Wisconsin inmates besides
Konitzer were receiving hormone
151 E 3rd st
therapy, Clausius said. The treatWinona, MN 55987
ments, which can cost from $675
507.454.4494
to $1,600 per year, cause men to
www.rascalslive.com
grow breasts, develop more feminine features, and have less facial
and chest hair. The hormones also Tuesday, New Band Night
prevent erections and render peoWednesday, 1/26 -- Acoustic
ple sterile.
No states provide sex change night/open mic
surgery to inmates, and the federal

Thursday, 1/27-- Stage Fright
Accoustic rock at it's best. Hailing
from Mankato is the sound of
perfect vocalharmonies and guitar.
RIYL: Younger Mountain Band,
Garden State Soundtrack:
18+, $3

Cambodian Style

Friday, 1/28 -- Grayson
KAGE HAPPY HOUR PARTY -DJs, Prizes, Music and fun
Grayson, a four piece playing a
mix of country, blues and Americana is hailing from Minneapolis.
Versatile group that plays originals
and cover songs.
RIYL: Counting Crows, Allman
Brothers, Ani diFranco.
18+, $5
Saturday, 1/29 Moondawg
Moondawg is a Winona all-time
favorite jam rock band who's main
appeal are killer songwriting and
upbeat, danceable tunes. They are
all about being frank, but fun and
just slightly disturbing to some.
RIYL: Phish, country rock, Black
Crows
Doug Sundin/Winonan

Winona State students at the Asian Dinner dress in elaborate costumes and do a Cambodian dance for spectators.

Worried 0160101,
pregnancy 419P
d.

dgerept kiDd of church

Spiritual Truths from The Matrix
Come join us Ibr a fresh way of
doing church.
402 Main St.

Interested in spiritual things
but not sure about church?

At the corner ref Main Street and Sanborn
across . from

Want to have your questions
answered?
.

Freshfaith@faithas.semblyolivinona.com
507.454.1885
faithassembly04,inona.com

flBirthright
13 can help.
For more than 30 years, Birthright
has helped thousands of students
worried about pregnancy. Our
friendly volunteers offer free
pregnancy tests, answers to your
questions, referrals to community
services and, most important, a
friend to listen. All of our help
is free and confidential
Call anytime: 452-2421 • 920 W. Fifth St.
Email address: birthrightwinona©hotmall.com
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Sports
Men's Basketball

Women's Basketball

Warriors 85, UM-Crookston 61
Bemidji State 94, Warriors 77
Wayne State 87, Warriors 84 (OT)
Warriors 81, Southwest Minn. 68
Warriors 88, Northern State 76
Warriors 73, MSU-Moorhead 68

UM-Crookston 82, Warriors 48
Warriors 45, Bemidji State 42
Wayne State 68, Warriors 52
Southwest Minn. 81, Warriors 45
Northern State 64, Warriors 58
MSU-Moorhead 78, Warriors 61

DOUgSUndill/WINONAN

This Month in Winona

Next Week

Gymnastics at UW-Stout, Fri., 7 p.m.
Women's BB vs. Concordia-St. Paul, Sat., 6 p.m.
Men's BB vs. Concordia-St.Paul, Sat., 8 p.m.
Track and Field at UW-Whitewater Invite, Sat.
Men's BB at South Dakota State, Tue., 8 p.m.

■ Amy Bickler and Jess VanDenHeuvel, the only
upperclassmen on the gymnastics team, endured
quite a bit...see how they are dealing with a tough
season.
■ Check back to see how the men's and women's
basketball teams fared agianst rival Concordia.

Busy break benefits men's hoops team

Winona State's
Jonte Flowers
(21) attempts a
layup over
Southwest Minnesota center
Andy Wiersma
(33) on Jan. 15
in McCown
Gym. Flowers
got his first
career start in Northern State
the game and Bemidji State
responded with Warriors
Concordia-St.Paul
a career-high 15 Wayne State
points. Winona SW Minn. State
State won the MS U-Moorhead
Mhm,-Crookston
game 81-68.

WSU 9-4 over winter
break, fourth in NSIC

NSIC Basketball
Men
NSIC
WL
5-1
5-1
4-2
3-3
3-3
2-4
1-5
1-5

WL
11-8
11-8
13-8
12-6
7-10
7-12
6-12
5-12

Dan Chies
WINONAN

The Winona State University
men's basketball team has been
busy.
When the last Winonan printed
on Dec. 8, the Warriors were just
about to battle Upper Iowa, Viterbo
and St. Thomas in early December.
Forty-nine days and 14 games later,
,the Warriors have compiled a
13-8 record, including a 4-2 mark
in the Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference.

Here's a quick recap of highlights from the past two months:
Before the new year: Winona
State won four of its final six games
of 2004, including an 80-71 decision over then unbeaten No. 18ranked South Dakota in the first
round of the Augustana Classic.
In the championship game the
following day, Winona State junior
David Zellmann scored 21 points,
reaching the 1,000-career point
milestone, leading the Warriors to a
75-56 win over Augustana.
Following the Augustana game,

Winona's Jon Urbach was awarded
NSIC Player of the Week honors
after scoring 35 points in the two
wins, shooting a blistering 15 of 18
from the field.
Back on Dec. 11, the Warriors
scored a season-high 101 points to
roll over St. Thomas 101-91. Zellmann scored a season-high 31
points and John Smith snagged 16
rebounds.
Before school started again:
The Warriors won their first game
of 2005, beating Upper Iowa 87-54
Please see Men's BB, Page 9

Women's hoops
improving, still
not winning

Personal scores
more important
for gymnasts
John Huggenvik
WINONAN

The Winona State University gymnastics
team has had a bit of a rough start to this season. Since the beginning of the Warriors' season, they have yet to defeat a team.
Individually though, the Warriors have had
many successes.
"These four kids could focus on losing
every meet," WSU coach Jeff Richards said.
"but they don't. They go in and have fun.
They love each other and they fight."
After sophomore Allyson Thelen chose to
spend the second semester studying abroad,
the Warriors were left with four women on the
roster, which makes filling the five spots for
each event at a meet pretty tough to do.
For most teams, six women compete in
each event and the top five scores are kept and
will later go on toward the team score.
Competitors will do a handful of events,
and few compete in each event. For Winona
State everyone competes in every event and
all four competitors go the distance in every
meet.
Juniors Amy Bickler and Jessica VanDenHuevel have led the Warriors for most of this
season.
"(Bickler) is a very impressive, powerful,
powerful kid," Richards said. "She just didn't
have much of an opportunity when she was
younger to compete. Now she is learning
skills every time she comes into the gym.
"(VanDenHuevel) is hungry and we have
kind of had to slow her down because she
goes too hard and we might not get her for the
meet. After having sat out last year (with a
back injury), she really wants it bad."
At the last meet for the Warriors, a competition at the University of Alaska-Anchorage,
Bickler finished with a career best 37.375 allaround score, which was good enough for second place individually. Bickler added a third
place finish on the vault and VanDenHuevel
finished second on the balance beam with a
9.550.
The day before, the Warriors fell to AlaskaAnchorage again, but VanDenHuevel and
Bickler posted good performances. Bickler
was second in the all-around for the day and
VanDenHuevel came in third.
In the four-team University of WisconsinEau Claire Invitational on Jan. 15, VanDenHuevel scored a third place finish in the allaround with 34.850, thanks to a second place
finish on the beam.
Before that invite, the Warriors kicked off
2005 with a third-place finish at the threeteam UW-Oshkosh Invite.
Bickler took home second place in the allaround competition thanks to a first place in
the floor exercise, while VanDenHuevel finPlease see Gymnastics, Page 9

Ian Stauffer
WINONAN

Doug Sundin/WINONAN

Just when things looked
like they were starting to get
better for the Winona State
University women's basketball team, it got worse, but
only on paper.
The Warriors got two wins
in a week for the first time
this season, beating Upper
Iowa University and Bemidji
State University nine days
apart, but since the .win over
Bemidji on Jan. 8, nothing
has gone right, but again,
only on paper.
Winona State has lost five
straight, all Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference
games and things won't get
any easier this weekend with
a game against defending
NSIC champ Concordia-St.
Paul looming on Saturday.
For the season, Winona
State has tallied just three
wins and sits in seventh place
in the NSIC, a half game
ahead of Bemidji.
On the floor however,
first-year coach Scott Ballard
is happy with what he is seeing.
"If you go just by our
record, then yes, things are
down for us," Ballard said.
"But if you look at our
improvement and development, we are much better
than we were before break."
Before winter break, the
Warriors were averaging
20 turnovers a game and
were only shooting about Please see WBB, Page 9
30 percent from the
field.
In the seven games
since the New Year,
NSIC
they are down to just
WL W L
14 turnovers a game MSU-Moorhead 6-0
15-3
and are hitting their Northern State
4-2
12-6
12-6
shots at an improved Minn.-Crookston 4-2
3-3
14-6
Wayne State
rate of 42 percent.
13-7
3-3
"We have really SW Minn. State
Concordia-St.Paul 3-3
11-6
improved tremendous- Warriors
3-16
1-5
ly, and as a result, with Bemidji State
3-15
0-6

NSIC Basketball
Women

Doug Sundin/WiNoNAN

Winona State's Amanda Evans (10) puts up a shot over Wayne State's Allison
Steffen (11) on Jan. 14 in McCowyn Gym. The Warriors lost the game 68-52.

•

Indoor track breaks records, throws to nationals
I knew how sore and tired we were," WSU coach
Mason
Rebarchek said. "Look for us to start
WINONAN
impressing people in a couple weeks. We just came
. The Winona State University track and field back after five weeks without any coaching and we
team had an impressive start to the year, winning need a little time to get our feet back underneath of
five individual events and taking second at the us."
Before winter break, the Warrior women had a
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire Invitational.
Amelia Soto took first in the 5,000-meter run, chance to meet with some other track and field athDeidra Faber set the Winona State record with a letes for the Iowa State Holiday Classic in Ames,
win in the 400, sophomore Lyndsey Thoma scored Iowa.
King shone a little brighter, scoring a national
first place in the high jump, Emily King took home
first in the weight throw, beating out three other provisional qualifying throw in the weight throw,
WSU competitors for the win, and Nicki Lonning tossing her weight 52 feet-4 3/4 inches.
Faber also stood a little taller, breaking the
tossed a shot put further than anyone else at the
WSU
record in the 400 with a time of 59.53 secinvite.
onds.
Freshman
Jess DeVine also made splash in
The Warriors missed a team win by 3.5 points.
her
first
collegiate
meet, breaking the school
"I really didn't have goals for this week because

John Huggenvik

A WSU gymnast looks for a landing on
the balance beam during a Dec. 9 competition at McCown Gym.

the exception of a couple
games, our scores are close,"
said Ballard, who has nine
freshmen, including six
walk-ons, on his team. "That
alone is quite an accomplishment for a team like ours. We
are just starting to get people
healthy."
Before the new year, the
women lost three games in a
row before beating Upper
Iowa 66-56 on Dec. 30. In
that game, the Warriors shot
52 percent (11 ,-for-21) from
the field in the first half to
take a comfortable
33-24 lead at the half.
scored
Kim
Dreyer
18 points and Amanda Evans
put in 16 points to lead the
Warriors, while center Amanda Reimer scored 14 points
and snagged 10 rebounds.
On New Year's Day,
Winona State squared off
against cross-town rival Saint
Mary's University with the
Cardinals coming out on top
72-66 in McCown Gym.
Amanda Evans scored a
season-high 25 points in the
SMU game and Dreyer and
Reimer each added 13 points.
On Jan. 7, the Warriors
opened the NSIC season with
an embarrassing 82-48 loss
to the University of Minnesota-Crookston, but came back
the next night with a narrow
45-42 win over Bemidji.
The next four games
resulted in defeats for
Winona State, including a
64-58 loss to Northern State

record in the 60-meter hurdles in 9.3 seconds. Two
other Warriors broke the school record in the same
event as DeVine, but DeVine set the new record
with the quickest time of the three.
"I am not really concerned with the individual
success right now," Rebarchek said. "As far as
breaking records, that will come with time. Our
focus right now is winning the conference meet at
seeing what we can do at the national level.
"As far as I know, WSU has had no All-Americans and only one national meet competitor. We
want to start building our program into a national
competitor and scoring some serious points at the
national meet. Our goal is winning at the end of the
season."
The next step towards that goal comes Saturday
at the UW-Whitewater Invite.
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On the ball...Don't ask me about my break
One thing I get sick of when I come
back to campus after a long break is The
Question.
I'm sure most of you know what
question I'm talking about. It's The
Question. The one everyone hates to
answer, because you have to answer it a
million times. Everyone wants to know.
How was your break? What did you
do over break? Where did you go?
At first, the answer is long. It goes a
little like this: Well, I had a great break.
I went here and here and here, and I did
this and this and this, and I saw him and
him and her and them, and I got this and
that for Christmas and blah blah, yadda
yadda.
You go on for ages answering this
question the first time you hear it, without realizing how many times in the
next 25 minutes you will be asked The
Question again, and then you'll be
forced to give the answer again. It gets
old fast.
Each time, the answer gets shorter
and shorter and shorter and shorter, and
pretty soon, it goes like this: Too short.
That's it. You take everything you did
and summarize it into two words. You
just say my break was too short.
Some people even go farther and just
say good. How was your break?
Good. One word.

I am one of those people.
I refrained from telling anyone about
my break until now, figuring I could tell
everyone at once.
So here goes: From Dec. 17 thru Jan.
12, I saw more of the Midwest than one
person is probably allowed.
I drove from Winona to Chicago to
Quincy, Ill., to Chicago to La Crosse to
Winona to Minneapolis to La Crosse to
Winona to Chicago to Winona to Chicago to Winona.
That's 2,822 miles. During that time,
I went through a lot of gas (approximately 94 gallons, or eight tanks), a lot
of Mountain Dew (about 24 ounces for
every 400 miles) and about three tons of
Combos. I ate too much fast food, saw
too many rest stops, but I didn't get
pulled over a single time. That, I think,
is the highlight of my break.
It all started with a Christmas party
the first weekend after finals where I
consumed a large number of beverages.
The next day, me, my girlfriend and
her mom woke up WAY to early and
drove almost five hours from Chicago
to Quincy, Ill., to catch the second half
of a Winona State men's basketball
game. It was only the second half
because we didn't realize it was going
to take us half a day to get there, so we
missed the entire first half, but what a

Two sidenotes from the game: First,
second half it was.
as
much
as I despise its meaning, that
A few weeks later, I was actually
Skoal
Vikings
song is really catchy and
thanked by an assistant coach for my
I
caught
myself
either humming it or
work as a fan at the game, which
singing
it
for
the
next week and a half.
Winona State lost because of crappy
Second,
as
much
as I hated that stupid
officiating.
Anyway, after the five hour trip back horn before the game, I hate it a thouto Chicago for a few more days with the sand times more now that I heard it in
family, the girlfriend and I trekked up to real life.
While in the cities, we decided to
check out the Mall of America and blow
a lot of money — not a great time, but it
was better than a hot poker in the eye.
Back in La Crosse for Christmas
with my family was a lot of fun, especially when I was shooting my brothers
with the Nerf blow-dart guns they
received from Santa Clause. I didn't get
one, and I have yet to locate one of my
own. Very disappointing.
Ian Stauffer
I stayed in Winona for the next four
SPORTS EDITOR
days and took in six high school boys
basketball games. Not a bad time at all.
Minneapolis for the Packer-Viking In fact, I got paid for it. That was the
game on Christmas Eve, my Christmas best part.
I cruised back down to Chicago for
present. Great present by the way. All
you girls out there should buy your New Year's, where I had another fantasboyfriends football tickets for holidays. tic holiday. The only bad part was that I
Sitting in the eighth row behind the was WAY to broke to actually go to
end zone, I watched my beloved Pack- downtown Chicago, so I sat at my girlers edge out the Vikings by a field goal friend's house in the suburbs and played
for the second time, and in the process UNO with the family. We were so
enthralled in the game, we actually
clinch the NFC North Division.

Men's BB

missed midnight, so the Happy New
Year hugs were passed around at about
12:20.
After New Year's, we came back up
to Winona and spent the next few days
getting ready for a move. That's
right...we moved during the first week
of January on the same day Winona
public schools were cancelled because
of snow.
To make that day even better, our 27foot U-Haul truck broke in the middle
of 8th Street, leaving me about seven
blocks from our new house with a truck
full of dressers, clothes and more shoes
than Rogan's.
Eventually, we got the truck to the
new house, unpacked it, and then
cleaned so much I can still smell PineSol.
The next week and a half were filled
with a house warming party, football
and more beverages. The worst part was
when the Vikings got revenge and beat
the Packers in the playoffs, completely
ruining the fact that I watched Green
Bay win the division.
So to sum up my break, I went here
and there, saw him and her, and did this
and that. It was good.
Now don't ask me again.
Ian Stauffer can be reached at
IDStauff3770@webmail.winona.edu

Continued from Page 9

behind 21 points from Chad Barfknecht.
On Jan. 7, Winona State opened the
NSIC season with an 85-61 win over the
University of Minnesota-Crookston, but
fell to Bemidji State University 94-77
the next night.
Against BSU, Zach Malvik and Zellmann each scored 20 points.
Since then: The Warriors have
played four more NSIC games, winning
three of them. The only loss came in
Winona State's conference home opener, an 87-84 overtime heartbreaker
against Wayne State College.
In that game, Malvik canned a 3-

point basket at the buzzer in regulation
to force the extra period, but the Warriors could not keep up with Wayne in
overtime. Freshman Ryan Gargaro
scored a career-high 10 points off the
bench.
Winona State rebounded the next
night with an 81-68 pummeling of
Southwest Minnesota State University,
led by Jonte Flowers' 16 points in his
first career start.
Last weekend, Flowers turned his
second career start into an amazing
game, scoring a career-high 27 points to
lead the Warriors to a come from-

behind 88-76 win over conference-leading Northern State University. The loss
ended Northern's 15-game NSIC home
winning streak.
Winona State trailed by five at the
half, but clamped down on the Wolves
in the second half, allowing just 40
points and forcing 14 turnovers.
To finish the weekend, the Warriors
traveled to Minnesota State-Moorhead
and extended their winning streak to
three with a 73-68 win.
Malvik scored 24 points, dished five
assists and lifted four steals, while Barfknecht added 14 points.

WBB

Continued from Page 9

on Saturday and a 78-61 loss one point and loss.
Against Moorhead, the
to Minnesota State Universispread was only six at the
ty-Moorhead on Sunday.
Against Northern, Winona half, but the Dragons pulled
State leading 57-55 with 3 away with superior depth in
the second half.
minutes, 5 seconds to go.
Reimer is the only Warrior
Unfortunately, from then
on, the Warriors scored just averaging in double figures,

ball, but we have two goals,"
Ballard said. "We want to get
to the level where we can
maybe sneak up on someone
and get a win or two.
"And the other goal is not
to finish last, where everyone
picked us to finish."

putting in 14.1 points per
game, along with seven
rebounds per game. Evans is
next with 9.6 points per game
and two others are at eight.
So what's next for the
Warriors?
"I don't have a crystal

Gymnastics

P an to attend the

sin i'day, January 29, 2005
8:30 a.m, to 2:04) p.m.
at the Illiverport Inn Ballroom

Continued from Page 9

ished fifth in the all-around and Lindsey
Greer made her way into the running
with a sixth-place showing.
Rounding out the Warriors roster for
now is Kelsey Kronus, who has been
easing into this her freshman season.
Kronus competed in two of the four
events in the season opener before
adding the vault for the UW-Eau Claire
and UW-Oshkosh invites.
"She is doing a great job, but she is
still a little nervous and pretty raw since

r—

she is only a freshman," Richards said.
"She is working really hard and has
come a long way since the beginning of
the year."
WSU has yet to compete for a full
event, leaving several spots open for a
couple different events early in the year
when they had a full team because of
inexperience or injury.
"We are working through them,"
Richards said about the injuries. "Every
athlete has their little injuries that they

Meet with the following employers:

have to deal with, so we play with their
workouts so we can have everyone
when the meet comes.
They have got enough talent that we
don't have to workout as hard some
days so that we can keep them for the
whole year. I have to say, that our trainers are doing an excellent job. I don't
think we would be here without them."
The Warriors will be on the road this
weekend when they travel to UW-Stout
Friday for a 7 p.m. meet.
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Manoceitvt.4^
.
Men:hams Financial Group
Winona Henn!)
Wisoonsinketone! G arij
River Valtey Newspaper Group.
PLUS MORE.,

FREE RESUME REVIEW DOOR PRIZES

•"

I

With the purchase of a 10 pack
(Must Show College ID)

$1 0 off High(Ights with Lori
$2. off Eyebrow wax with Lori

Pedicures $30.00
Full Set $28.00 Fills $22.00
Nail Art - Free Hand $Loo per nail

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
(507) 454-5900
Debbie, Nicky, Kym & Angie

1213 Gilmore Ave., Winona, MN 55987

omoctRPocZPc6QP afi) ococZ990 coo cc;
o
o
0 0

o

ELECTRIC
BEACH „de

0

•

'1-7 523 ItUFF STREET
454-4$55

Laundromat
0

Electric Beach is located behind Zaza's.
Look for the yellow canapoy

—

■I

■I

--

---------------

—

a

o

Open 7 days a week till 9 pm

Free Tanning Session
When you wash clothes

with this coupon

Good at Electric Beach Only Expires February 28, 2005

1635 W 5th St
Winona, MN
0 507-454-1060

O

Expires 03/09/05

*Laundry
* Express Tanning Booths
*Dry Cleaning
*TM'
*Same day Drop off Laundry Service
*Video games - Punch Cards - Attendant °
(a03:0 °COQ° OZGO C(9001ZRID OCZP ab OCOg

-

jprotzswn Coaalry Market
MovAnCir fo. thrtIce Own SW
4110
vir Openben.-10pA iDerAWnk
CO 126 East 5th Si
4524335
pw
mem

Start the year off right...

$4.6
4.41.0
It
lkr Eke 6 - Weigh 7 Osys A lb*
1.1201M)d in the Mont MM
1213 Citron Mrs., Winona 4,52-MS

Am:

trlowis oft

We reserve the right to limit quantities.
Not responsible for typographical errors.

Shop Midtown Foods
and Country Market

Midtown Foods

Country Market

rtlF

51.1 Sit

1

Midtown Foods

Vtd

nn

only 3
blocks
from
West Campus

ab
W
W M3rk

,„<„

/ Gilmore Av
WSU

I

"ZiRar d all
Country Market
(at the Waiona Mall)

LAYS

NABISCO

POTATO
CHIPS 12 oz.
999 Buy I get

SNACK CRACKERS
7-11 oz.

3/$500
—

!$ arim I free

#1323I
I
GOLD KIST:RED RARON PIZZA

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

.r

#1320

BONELESS/SKINLESS I

CHIBREAST
CKEN

2.5 lb
I
ig
Ba
1199
with coupon I

Limit 1 bag per coupon. Limit 1 coupon
per customer. Expires 212/05.

74-mr
Midtown
Foods
ICO Market
INIMMINNON

■■

5/$1with°°
coupon

,
4-MEAT PIZZA

Limit 5 with coupon. Limit 1
coupon per customer.
Expires 2/2/05.

I

Midtown 2€4.
Co until itiarket
Foods

9
41VW.,4,X,

=111•11

NM

■1■■■■• M=

CAMPBELL'S

#1321

I

Elm

#1324I

All PEPSI
& MT. DEW

CHICKEN NOODLE
or TOMATO SOUP
10.75 oz.

12 pks

21$3 with

Limit 2 with coupon. Limit
1 coupon per customer.
Expires 2/2105.

le

-

coupon per customer.
Expires 2/2/05.

AA tate wits
-

rands
,A )s

-

STARKIST TUNA

#1322
IN WATER
6 oz.

I
I
I

3/99$
with coupon,

f

16

m•

idtown
leads

oorp $tcxv

Country Market
41. 41, 4

t 44444 , t44.

el

#132 5 1

All COKE 2/$388
k

with coupon"
Limit 2-12 pk per I
coupon. Limit 1 I
coupon per
1
customer.
Expires 2/2/05.

Limit 3 with coupon.
Expires 2/2/05.
TUNA

coupon

Limit 2-12 pk per coupon. Limit 1

Midtown
Country Market
Foods
,

'
*esemcpgAzsoxow

courilithei
k••■ •,..k.

I.= N.

MIN MEI NM

■I 1•11111 MIM MIN

Also availib e at Midtown Foods and Country Market
AMWMMWM*✓
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•

DOUeHNUT

.11

Nom

2/813ecowuRphon
rlioo

a

4.

Available 7 days a week
Made fresh every day

-

El

BLOCKBUSTER Video

Film Processing ATM Machines Money Orders

ticketmaster

(available at Country Market)

